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Welcome

● Recording & slides will be posted on 
CCEE’s website

● Slides will be linked in the chat

● Questions/Comments: Please use the 
Q&A or “Raise Hand” features

Ingrid Roberson
Assistant Director of 
Research Learning,

CCEE

https://ccee-ca.org/resources/balanced-assessment-systems-in-action/


Agenda
● Overview of District & DRLN Project

● Implementing Formative Assessment in Math

● Measuring for Improvement and Impact

● Next Steps



District & 
Project Overview



● 3,000 TK-6 learners, 
at seven elementary 
schools

● 200+ learners at 
charter middle 
school campus & 
Home Study program

White 48.5%

Hispanic 30.5%

Asian/
Pacific Islander 7.1%

African American 2.5%

Two or More 7.1%

English Learners 18.0%

Students with 
Disabilities 16.0%

Free and Reduced 30.0% HOM EL SWD SED HI AA WH AS TOM
All 

Students

Rincon Valley Union School District



What Brought Us Here

CAC 2022

Math Committee

Teacher Survey

Formative Assessment 



Our Current Reality 
“Nationwide, the average U.S. fifth grade classroom 
contained students across seven different grade levels 
before the pandemic, according to research from NWEA. 
In the wake of the pandemic, that spread is now estimated 
to nine grade levels.” 

(Edsource article, August 2023) 

https://edsource.org/2023/californias-new-math-framework-has-powerful-potential-to-close-students-knowledge-gaps/696117


Balanced Assessment System



Matching Assessment Process & Purpose

9



Formative Assessment Practice
Where the learner is going Where the learner is now How to get there

Teacher

Clarifying, sharing, and 
understanding 

learning intentions and 
success criteria

Engineering effective 
discussions, tasks, and 

activities that elicit 
evidence of learning

Providing feedback 
that moves learning 

forward

Peer
Activating students as learning 

resources for one another

Learner
Activating students as owners of 

their own learning

Wiliam, D. (2018). Embedded formative assessment, 2nd ed. Bloomington, IN: Solution Tree Press.



Formative Assessment Practice

“…a planned, ongoing process used by all students and 
teachers during learning and teaching to elicit and use 
evidence of student learning to improve student 
understanding of intended disciplinary learning outcomes 
and support students to become self-directed learners.”

Council of Chief State School Officers (2018, p. 2).  Revising the Definition of Formative Assessment. 

https://ccsso.org/resource-library/revising-definition-formative-assessment


DRLN Project Overview

● Pilot comprehensive math formative assessment practices at two of our 
elementary school sites, Whited Elementary and Madrone Elementary

● Provide foundational training on both formative assessments and mathematical 
learning progressions

Innovation Idea: 

Anticipated Impact:
● Strengthened universal math instructional practices
● More collegial, data-centered conversations
● Improved student outcomes 
● New model for strategic planning



Implementing Math 
Formative Assessments



Walkthroughs
Teacher 

Professional Learning

Implementation
A Two-Pronged Approach

● Four Domains of Formative 
Assessment

● Ongoing Assessment Project 
(OGAP) Mathematical 
Learning Progressions

● Protocols, Look-Fors, 
Note-taking, Reflections 
(individual and general)

● Leadership & Teachers



Implementing at a Glance

Teacher Professional Learning Plan

Center for Assessment (CfA) 
facilitated meetings
● 8:30-10:00: Grades K-2
● 10:15-11:45: Grades 3-4
● 12:00-1:30: Grades 5-5

October 2023

2 hr meeting with 
all participants to 
celebrate learning

May 2024

February 2024

CfA facilitated meetings 
(by grade span)

2 hr kickoff 
meeting with all 

participants

September 2023

RVUSD leadership 
meets with teachers

November 2023

RVUSD leadership 
meets with teachers

January 2024

December 2023

CfA facilitated meetings 
(by grade span)

RVUSD leadership 
meets with teachers

March 2024

April 2024

CfA facilitated meetings 
(by grade span)



Four Domains of Formative Assessment

Starts & Ends 
of Lessons

Eliciting Evidence 
of Student 

Understanding

Peer- and 
Self-Assessment

Use of Evidence



OGAP Learning Progressions

“...a systemic and intentional formative 
assessment system in mathematics 
grounded in the research on how students 
learn mathematics.”



OGAP Resources: bit.ly/rvusd-ogap 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ueMFmqed48Pej1zJP6VkpZfp1KZkFTJs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ueMFmqed48Pej1zJP6VkpZfp1KZkFTJs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/134wR3qnUDfR1eOB31BVJI476Awwj8od2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/134wR3qnUDfR1eOB31BVJI476Awwj8od2/view?usp=sharing
https://bit.ly/rvusd-ogap


OGAP Additive Framework



Professional Learning Sessions
What They Look Like

● 5 roving subs per site

● Training Session Content

○ First half: OGAP training based 
on content current being taught

○ Second half: Formative 
Assessment Domain

○ Time for reflection/action plan



Walkthroughs

Walkthrough/Reflection Protocol: 
bit.ly/rvusd-walkthrough

“In Rincon Valley, walkthroughs 
open the doors of classrooms so 
that all teachers can learn from 
one another and grow together in 
the practice of teaching. The goal 
of all of our work is to better serve 
all learners.”

http://bit.ly/rvusd-walkthrough


Walkthrough Debrief Notes- Teacher Feedback



Walkthrough Debrief Notes- Overall Trends



Measuring 
Improvement 
and Impact



Our Tools

Learner 
Survey

Teacher 
Survey

Walkthrough 
Protocol



Learner Survey
Noticings

• Learners discuss multiple strategies for solving problems
• Learners overall feel very positive about the math 

instruction that they receive from their teachers 
(Halo Effect?)

• Learners do not self-assess or assess the work of their 
peers often

Learner Surveys
● Grades 3-4: bit.ly/rvusd-34survey 
● Grades 5-6: bit.ly/rvusd-56survey 

Wonderings
• What kinds of strategies are discussed in the classroom, 

and whether the strategies discussed are put into use, 
or just talked about?

• How are learners getting feedback from peers?
• What kind of formative assessment is happening 

in the classroom?

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/02602938.2021.1888868
https://bit.ly/rvusd-34survey
https://bit.ly/rvusd-56survey


Teacher Survey
Takeaways
Noticings

● Learning goals and success criteria at the starts and ends 
of lessons and peer/self reflection are areas with lower 
reported use 

Teacher Survey: bit.ly/rvusd-tsurvey 

Wonderings
● How are teachers interpreting the formative assessment 

information?
● What instructional actions do teachers take after collecting 

the formative assessment information?
● How effective are the instructional adjustments/changes in 

relation to improving student learning in mathematics?

https://bit.ly/rvusd-tsurvey


Noticings
● Most teachers used learning objectives
● Learners explaining thinking, but 

teacher-centered approaches
● Academic language woven in
● Partner talk

Walkthrough/Reflection Protocol: 
bit.ly/rvusd-walkthrough

Walkthroughs
Takeaways

Wonderings
● How could could peers explain to others, 

shifting focus from teacher to learner?
● How can we leverage academic language 

to develop understanding together?

http://bit.ly/rvusd-walkthrough


Teacher Action Plans
The purpose of this document is three-fold:

To record reflections, learnings, insights, 
and questions that might arise during any 
of the learning community meetings

To note any feedback you get when you 
share how things have been going as you 
implement formative assessment 
practices in your classroom or to note 
ideas that you want to try based on what 
others have shared or you observed during 
walkthroughs

To track action plans over the course of 
the year



Measuring at a Glance

Conduct Walkthroughs & Adjust Adult Learning as Needed

● EoY Teacher Survey
● EoY Learner Survey
● Reflections/Planning 

for 2024-25
● Teacher Walkthroughs

● District-Wide 
OGAP/FA Roll Out

● BoY Teacher Surveys
● BoY Learner Surveys
● Center for Assessment 

OGAP/FA Training
● Admin Walkthroughs

Fall 2023

January/ February 2024

April/May 2024

August 2024

● Center for Assessment 
OGAP/FA Training

● Teacher Walkthroughs



Systems-Level
Considerations



Systems
How do we achieve “buy-in”?

Urgency around the current 
reality – an authentic “Why”Alignment to current initiatives 

Leadership capacity, ownership, 
and commitment

Know where people are

Ongoing professional learning 
cycle to maintain momentum

Anticipate & eliminate barriers



Scaling the Work
Reflections and Implications for 2024-25

Intention
● Leveraging the learning from this year as springboard for next year
● Develop common language and understanding 
● Continued partnership with CCEE & Center for Assessment 

Reality
● Remaining limber to align with a shift in initiatives
● Considering logistical obstacles (subs, scheduling)
● Continued partnership with CCEE & Center for Assessment 



Questions



Thank You
Contact

Hilary Kjaer
Director of Teaching & Learning, RVUSD
hkjaer@rvusd.org 

Tasha Lopez
Continuous Improvement Specialist, TOSA 
tlopez@rvusd.org 

Interested in connecting further? Join us for
the Special Interest Group (SIG) Session by
providing your contact information in the
feedback survey!

Feedback Survey:
www.surveymonkey.com/r/OD-326 

Next Steps

mailto:hkjaer@rvusd.org
mailto:tlopez@rvusd.org
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/OD-326


Upcoming Open Door Sessions
The Power of Data Partnerships: 
District Data Sharing Through the 
Local Assessment Project

● Tuesday, 4/9 from 3-4pm
● Registration link: bit.ly/3VxkzHs 

San Bernardino CSS shares how they tackled the critical 
challenge of improving student progress tracking in 
reading and math. Discover how they identified the gaps 
in their local assessment data and how they initiated the 
Local Assessment Project to fill this void. 

Strengthening Coherence Across 
Initiatives: A Whole-Child Lens

● Wednesday, 4/10 from 3-4pm
● Registration link: bit.ly/3PpEaW6 

We often hear a focus on “whole-child” in the California 
education conversation… but what exactly does it mean? 
And how can all these different initiatives create a 
coherent approach in schools? This session highlights the 
common, mutually-reinforcing whole-child practices 
across California initiatives, shares best practices from 
districts, and provides tips for taking action towards 
coherence.

https://bit.ly/3VxkzHs
https://bit.ly/3PpEaW6

